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Details of Visit:

Author: logoman
Location 2: Forest Gate
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 12/3/2006 1230
Duration of Visit: 20 mins
Amount Paid: 40
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Honeyz
Phone: 02085344598

The Premises:

Honeyz is in Forest Gate,which isn't the best of areas. However, the actual location for the parlour is
a quiet part. Honeyz has been in existence for a long while, and doesn't seem to change much.
However, the bedrooms have been given a bit of redecoration lately.
They wouldn't get marks for tasteful design, but I think as we'd all agree as long as they are clean
and warm, we're happy.

The Lady:

Laura is around 20 years old. She is Russian. About five feet 7 tall,slim, shoulder length brown/fair
hair. Pretty, with the most amazing green eyes. She has smallish breasts, with inverted nipples.

The Story:

Laura was very chatty from the beginning, with good English. There was just the occasional phrase
where I was struggling to understand a bit. When Laura stripped off, you couldn't say she had the
most absolute perfect body, but I found her very sexy.
She was fine with the massage - gentle strokes and quite sensual.
When I turned over, Laura proved very accessible. She was relaxed with me sucking her breasts,
and kissing round her neck.
Her oral on me was good and deep, with nice tongue movements. While doing this she very sexily
opened her legs, so I could stroke her pussy.
I went on top for sex, which was excellent. Laura was tight when I first went in, but soon opened up.
It was a seriously sexy fuck, with Laura opening her green eyes from time to time, and she looked
very alluring. She made some nice appeciative noises, and I worked up to a great climax.
We had a nice chat afterwards, and I had another enjoyable visit to Honeyz. I like this place - the
receptionists are very welcoming, and the girls are friendly and seem eager to please.
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